
ENTRY 1 WRITING ASSESSMENT EXAMPLES

Please find the relevant Sample Assessments from the list below: Writing. Entry 1, Set 3 - (Sample Paper - Mark
Scheme); Entry 2, Set 3 - (Sample Paper.

To launch a partner quiz, pair students together and provide an open question to tackle. As a formative
assessment, entry tickets should ask students to reflect on a specific class or exercise from the previous day.
They must state and explain a three ideas or concepts they learned, b two ideas or concepts that surprised them
and c one thing they intend to start doing based on what they learned. Once the pair has answered the question,
each student can independently work on a question related to the same concept. They must hand in their
responses before leaving class. Three Summaries Challenge students to critically think by giving them this
processing and review activity. Review Once you have completed both tasks, review your work. If you prefer
to work offline, download the test paper. It should be an open question, which allows you to easily assess
understanding. For example, if the group is investigating multiplication, one group member may be in charge
of learning more about the multiplication of negative integers. Writing task 1 You should spend about 20
minutes on task 1 write in a formal style write at least words Writing task 2 You should spend about 40
minutes on task 2 write in a formal style write at least words Instructions to candidates In the actual test you
will be given the following instructions: do not open this question paper until you are told to do so write your
name and candidate number in the spaces at the top of this page read the instructions for each task carefully
answer both of the tasks write at least words for task 1 write at least words for task 2 write your answers in the
answer booklet write clearly in pen or pencil; you may make alterations, but make sure your work is easy to
read At the end of the test, hand in both the question paper and your answer booklet. Accompanied by a
downloadable list to keep at your desk for quick reference, choose ones that best suit your students and
teaching style. Each student in the duo must write a series of letters to one another. As they hand the papers in
to you, quickly distribute them back to students at random. Within his or her group, each student must share
the sentences he or she highlighted. Highlighter Assess student understanding of a text-based resource through
this solo and small-group exercise. As well as acting as a formative assessment, the exercise can effectively
prepare students for essays, reports, long-answer tests and other summative assessments. Wrapping Up These
formative assessment activities differ, but all deliver the same underlying benefits. Students should grow
cognizant of their learning needs, styles, strengths and areas of improvement. Make sure you move swiftly
from one page to the next so that your practice is as realistic as possible. You can collect responses to wrap up
the exercise. After determining students have a strong command of the concept, watch a clip from a show,
movie or perhaps shorter media such as advertisements. When you see red, stop and clarify â€” or expand
upon â€” your points until you see green again. For assessment purposes, you can require each group to write
a short report about the overarching topic you assigned. It might not work for a reserved group. Students can
have a bit more time as they work to answer a brief question about the lesson. Self-Evaluation Allow students
to evaluate their own work, encouraging them to learn their own strengths and weaknesses. Entry and Exit
Tickets Gather information about how well students processed your most recent lesson by giving them five
minutes to write an entry or exit ticket. Think-Pair-Share Oversee a think-pair-share exercise to deliver three
content-processing activities in one, easily assessing student understanding during the last stage. They should
grade themselves accordingly.


